The 10 habits of a Successful Spanish Online Student

1. Tell all your friends how happy you are to be taking Spanish online.
2. Consider all the possibilities that will be open to you, such as with your job, education, travel, and more.
3. Before going to sleep, review your lesson, and make a list of the key concepts, and new vocabulary, and review them when you wake up.
4. Set time to study as if you were going to take a traditional class. Keep the time! Ask for help as you need it. Do not wait until the last minute.
5. Log into BlazeView at least 4 times a week to check announcements, e-mails, discussions, calendars and modulos.
6. Familiarize yourself with the course. Visit all the folders regularly.
7. Log on to Online Centro at least 4 times a week.
8. Log on to Tell Me More at least 4 times a week.
9. Become familiar and comfortable using the technologies available, because you know that the skills will transfer to your personal and professional life.
10. Visit the Centro Virtual in your BlazeView class often, inviting others, because it is fun connecting and gathering at the Centro Virtual to network and communicate online.

More @ http://mypages.valdosta.edu/bpotter/

Be Cool, Be Green, Be Online!